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Pas t  experimental work dealing with fully developed cavity fPows p r o -  
duced by conical bodies has for the most par t  been res"cricted to the case of 
zero angle sf ~ t t a c k ,  where the axis of symmetry of the body ;sroducing the 
cavity i s  parallel to the direction of the undisturbedflsw. Under this con- 
dition drag is the principal hydrodymamic force acting on the body, and it 
i s  this force which has been considered in psevic~us studies. 
In the present investigation the models, comprising a family of cones 
of varying apex angle, were mounted below the surface of a moving body of 
water on a three -component force balance, thereby permitting lift, drag 
and pitching moment to be measured. 
Because oP the great number oh separate codigurations tested, de- 
tailed examination or  analysis of the results under any single se t  of condi- 
tions was not attempted. For this reason the data a r e  to be regarded a s  a 
compilation of experimental values showing the variation in force coef - 
ficients m d e r  controlled conditions of operation. Such data should prove 
useful to those investigating the m e c b n i s m  of free-boundary flows as well 
as to the designer confronted with problems arising from fully developed 
cavitation. 
The major piece of equipment used to obtain the data published in 
this report is the Free  Surface Water Tunnel a t  the California Institute of 
I* Tecbology Hydrodynamics Laboratory. This tmnel,  possessing a Parge 
working section (21 in. x Zl in. ) and capable of accurately controlled oper- 
ating velcacities, proved to be excellently suited for  obtaining the type of 
t e s t  data proposed under this contract. The m-odels were supported from 
the three-componernt balance by means of a strut  fastened to i t s  main 
weighing frame. This strut  was, in turn, surrounded by a streamlined 
shield to obviate the large tare forces which wodd otherwise be present. 
The cavities trailing behind the bodies were idlaled and maintained by sup- 
plying a i r  which was introduced through ducts within the streamlined sfield. 
*see biSliography page 14. 
No seal was used between the model support s trut  and the surrounding shield, 
consequently a i r  piped to the cavity could escape to the atmosphere by leak- 
ing past the clearance space between the strut  and i t s  shield. In order to 
compensate for this Boss, a surplus sf a i r  was fed into the cavity, part of i t  
leaking back to the atmosphere a s  just described and the remainder being 
entrained by the water a t  the after end of the bubble. 
At the Power end of the model support strut a pivot bolt permitted ad- 
justment o% the angle of attack of the model. 
The three -component balance to which the model was attached was 
mounted on the elevating mechanism. By means of this device the model 
can be lowered and raised by the operator without stopping the tunnel, thus 
permitting changes in model angle of attack t s  be made and force zeros to 
to be taken with a minimum time delay. 
The balance is of the three-component mechanical variety with elec- 
trical position indicators on the weighing arms. (See Fig.  1). The weigh- 
ing frame, to which the model support s trut  i s  attached, is located in 
space by six balance struts ,  each with flexure wires a t  bs"r; ends. Three 
of these struts  a r e  Saterally oriented and mutually parallel, serving to lo- 
cate the weighing frame in the plane of the lift, drag, and pitching moment. 
These strtaes a r e  fastened on one end to the main support plate of the baE- 
ance assembly, and to the weighing frame on the other. Two other struts ,  
the forward lift s trut  and the rear lift s trut  prevent rotation of the weighing 
frame in the pitching plane, and each is fastened to a balance beam wGe& 
measures the force in that strut.  A drag strut  fastens to the weighing 
frame and prevents it  from moving fore and aft. This str-ta$ is connected 
to i t s  own balance beam by means of a bell crank mechanism wkich rcn- 
tates the line of actlion by 9 0 ~ .  The balanee beams are each provided with 
two sliding weights and a se t  of pan weights. Springs a r e  introduced into 
the weighing system to provide stiffness which is desirable in the presence 
of the oscillating forces acting on the model. These springs tend to  return 
the weighing frame to the center of i ts  9 0,020-in. travel. Scbev i t s  linear 
differential transformers ass is t  ia determining the center or  null position 
of the "seam ends and also provide a means of calibrating the residual force 
increments present when the weighing frame is  not in i t s  initial null position, 
The output of each of the three transformers is fed into a vacuum tube 
Fig .  4. - The 3-component balance used in the F r e e  -Surface 
Waker T u m e l  shown on i t s  calibrating stand. In 
the foreground a r e  shown pan weights and cone 
models,  some of which were tested for this repor t .  
voltmeter which measures  the e lec t r ica l  output s f  that force component. 
S imdtaneous  reading of the three output m e t e r s  i s  facilitated by a simple 
optical device which superimposes the images of the three me te r  faces .  
F r o m  the foregoing description i t  follows that the balance m e a s u r e s  
directly two lift fo rces  and one drag fo rce .  
The two lift fo rces  mus t  be read  and averaged simultaneously, then 
added algebraically in  order  to determine the total lift force acting on the 
model. Finding the value of pitching moment about any given point on the 
model requi res  that the position of that point with respect  to  c r i t i ca l  
points on the balance be accurately known, i n  addition to satisfying the 
r e q ~ r e m e n t  hat the separate  forces  be averaged simultaneously. Also, 
the moment computa"cisn involves taking sma l l  differences between la rge  
numbers dear the c a s e  where the resultant force does not c r o s s  the line of 
action of the drag  link between t he  in te r  sections of that line with the 
Fig, 2 - Cavity-producing cone shaped bodies of r e v o l u t i ~ n  
under identical c%pera$inp conditions. 
Angle of attack, = 0' ; Cavitation parameter. K s 0. 1 
Velacity - 16 fps ; Submergence = 0,650 f t .  
l -in. dia.  90' half angle cone (disc)  
1 . 4  1 -in. dia. 45' half angle cone 
2 .  0 -in. dia 15' half angle cone 
vert ical  s t ru ts .  The combination of these factors  ser iously l imits  the a c -  
curacy  of the moment measurements  for  model configurations of the kind 
employed in this program. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND OBSERVATIONS 
The models s e l e c k d  for  this investigation consisted of a I- in ,  diam- 
eter disc,  a 1 .41  -in. base diameter  45' half -angle cone, and a 2 -in, base 
diameter  15" half-angle cone. (See Figs.  1 and 2 .  ) Gn t h e  basis  of 
Reichardt 's  computations2 the cavity bubbles produced by these different  
s ize models should be approximately equal in  length and diameter .  This 
means then that the Froude number based on bubble diameter  will auto- 
matically be modeled a d  a given tunnel speed and cavitation parameter  and. 
that drag  fo rces  will a l s o  be nearly equal, a t  l eas t  for  a ze ro  angle of a t -  
tack. The choice of apex angles selected was made with the thought of 
complete coverage of the possible range a s  well a s  duplication of values 
selected by previous investigators such as Reichart  and P les se t  and 
Schaeffer, who have undertaken experimental or theoretical t reatment  of 
the f o r c e s  acting on cavity-producing bodies. The disc is considered to  
be a cone with a 90' apex half-angle. On the basis  of previous experience 
with air-supported cavities i t  was real ized that the tunnel operator would 
not be able a rb i t r a r i ly  to  select  the cavitation parameter  for  every  model 
at any des i red  operating velocity. This shortcolning is due to two p r i m a r y  
reasons,  the f i r s t  which is inherent to  the mechanics of a i r  -supported cavity 
phenomena a t  low Froude numbers ,  and the second which is due in par"co 
limitations of the experimental apparatus .  In the f i r s t  case  a lower l imi t  
is placed on the value of cavitation pa ramete r  by the excessive amount of 
a i r  entrained a t  the downstream end of the bubble because ol  the formation 
of the twin vort ices  which can c a r r y  away the air.3 Increasing the air sup- 
ply to the bubble beyond a cer ta in  amount will cause l sea l  protuberances 
in the bubble wall i n  the vicinity of the air supply ducts, but will do nothing 
to increase  the p r e s s u r e  within the cavity. Since the cavitation pa ramete r ,  
K ,  is defined as 
where 
P = ambient p res su re  far upstream of the cavity 
o 
PK = cavity p res su re  measured  f r o m  the same  datum as P 
0 
63 = m a s s  density of fluid 
V = velocity f a r  upstream of the body 
0 
1% PoBPows that a t  a given value of model submergence (which will determine 
Po) and velocity, a lower limit to K will be determined by the upper limit 
of PK. The second case is characterized by an inability to secure bigla cayi- 
tation parameter values because of the interference between the re-era&arant 
3 
. jet and the model or model support struts. By modifying the madel support 
or by providing better shielding a slight improvement in this direction is 
possible, but since the range is only slightly e*ended by this method and 
since most interest is centered aboa very low values of K,  it is not profiQw 
able to press for bigher values. 
Those values of cavitation parameter which can be achieved by some 
particular configuration at a given velocity carnot be predicted exactly be- 
forehand because of the limitations described above. It is f ound,f or example, 
that the angle sf attack of the model can influence the range of attainable 
values sf K, as can the apex angle and diameter of the model. It  was found 
by trial, however, t h t  a value of K -- 0. 1 was within the range which could 
be attained under a11 of the desired test conditions if the velocity c o d d  be 
varied over a small range. Extending the range of K codd most effectively 
be done by making this chnge in tunnel velocity, it bving been found in the 
past that, bath air entrainment rate and cavity shape and hence the available 
values of PK are determined by the model Froude number. At high Froude 
numbers, where the effect of gravity on the flow configuration is small, the 
re-entrant jet i s  formed which most seriously limits attempts to secure 
high values of kg, whereas at lower values of model Froude number, the twin 
vortices are formed which prevent the experimenter from reaching low values 
of K because of the excessive air entrainment rate. 
In order to avoid uncertainties resulting from simultaneous variation 
of eqeseimeaaali conditions, it is necessary to fix both velocity and cavita- 
tion parameter. However, this cannot necessariEy be done as has been 
indicated previously. A short prelimimry investigation showed that ve - 
locity (and hence Froude number) could be varied from 82.5 fps to  1'9.5 fps 
without seriously affecting the force and moment coefficients 06 the cavity-. 
running body. Variations due to changes in K were much more pronouncedp 
as would be expected by consideration of Reichardt's explanationZ for the 
variation in drag coefficient with changing K. Thus the experimental pro- 
cedure followed in this investigation was to measure the forces and m e -  
ments over % range sf cavitation parameter, which was achieved in part 
through changes in  operating velocity and in part through control of the quan- 
tity of a i r  supplied to the bubble. 
The angle of attack of the model was varied through equal amounts in 
the positive and negative direction for several  typical runs in order to  be 
certain that possible flow asymmetry due to the action of gravity and t s  the 
presence oh the f ree  surface would not make the force readings for the 
positive angle different from those for an equal negative angle. No dif - 
ference could be observed within the limits of the experimental accuracy, 
but the plotted curves were labeled to indicate the sense of the angles and 
forces exactly as taken. 
DATA AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Curves showing the variation in lift and drag coefficient against cavi- 
tation parameter M for each of the three bodies a t  different angles of attack 
a r e  presented in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. For  convenience of presenkiation, the 
lift  and drag coefficients a r e  plotted on the same figure with only a broken 
line between the two separate parts  of the graph. 
When the original data were plotted on these graphs it  was only in 
the interest of obtaining the values of the force coefficients a t  some com- 
mon cavitation parameter to permit Pig. 6 to be drawn. A value of K = 0 . 1  
was selected for this purpose. 
The exact slope of the line showing the variation of the force coeffi- 
cients with changes in cavitation parameter is itself a subject for detailed 
study, and could not be investigated within the scope of this report. Instead, 
the best straight line was faired through the points obtained in order to de - 
termine the intersection of that line with the value M = 0. l .  This derived 
value was thew plotted against the negative angle of attack in Fig. 6. Nega - 
tive angles of attack were used only because of slightly greater operating 
convenience. As stated previously, the results for positive and negative 
angles of attack we r e  the same. 
The moment data which have been plotted only on Fig. 6 do not ex- 
hibit the same degree s f  experimental accuracy a s  do the force data, and 
they have been published with the intent that they be used only for ~ u r p o s e s  
where the eqer i rnenta l  scatter as tabulated bellow does not destroy i t s  
practicability. 
Estimated E r r o r  in  
Moment Coefficient BCM 
half-angle cone (disc) .& .05 
The moment coefficient, CM, is defined according to the following relation- 
s kip 
- Moment 
c~ - 2 n d3 1/2pv0 ,
where d = the model diameter in feet and all  the other symbols a r e  as de - 
fined in Eq. (1). The moments a r e  taken with respect to a transverse Zlori- 
zontal line through the center of the circle formed by the sharp edge a% Blow 
separatiorsn, and with the sign convention that moments tending to ra ise  the 
nose a r e  positive. In the case of the disc this paint is the center of the up- 
stream face of %be disc, and in the ease of the canes is the center s f  the 
circular base. 
An examination of Fig. 6 shows that the forces and moments acting 
sen. the various models depends to a great  degree upon the model apex angle 
and rapon the angle of attack which the model presents to the o n ~ s m i n g  flow. 
The drag coefficients, for example, a r e  seen to be largest  far  the model 
with the greatest apex angle, and are in good agreement with Reichardt's 
results.  Z 
The variation of drag coefficient with angle of attack has not been 
solved mathematically b s r  bodies of revolution of the type testad in this 
report* The variation in CD for the disc is  greater &ban i t  would be i f  
the r e s d t a n t  force did not change with angle of attack and if the drag force 
were merely &Kc horizontal component of that force. The normal force 
variation is, however, nsh so great a s  is predicted by assuming it to be the 
same as for a two-dimensiond lamina? In the case of the disc the ratio 
of lift coefficient ta drag  coefficient i s  found to be almost exactly equal to 
the tangent of the angle of attack, therefore tangential friction forces are 
negligible as compared to the normal pressure forces. 
P - P k  CAVITATION PARAMETER, K = 
H P vo2 
Fig.  3 - Lift and drag  coefficients for  a l -in. diameter cavity-producing 
sharp-edged disc inclined to the flow at an  angle a. Tunnel 
velocity 12 .5  fps to  17. 5 fps .  Cavity bubbles a r e  air-supported 
f r o m  a n  external  supply. 
P - P k  CAVITATION PARAMETER, M = 
? p vo2 
Fig.  4 - Lift and drag coefficient fo r  a 1 . 4 1  -in. diameter  cavity-producing 
sharp-edged cone ( P  = 45O) inclined to the flow a t  an  angle a .  
Tunnel velocity 1 2 . 5  fps  to  1 7 . 5  fps .  cavi ty  bubbles a r e  a i r  - 
supported f r o m  an  external  supply. 
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P - P k  CAVITATION PARAMETER, M = 
p P v o  
F i g .  5 - Lift  and d r a g  coefficients f o r  a 2-in. d iameter  cavity-producing 
sharp-edged cone ( P  = 15') inclined to the flow a t  a n  angle a .  
Tunnel velocity 1 2 . 5  f p s  to  1 7 . 5  fps  . Cavity bubbles a r e  a i r  - 
supported f r o m  a n  ex te rna l  supply. 
Fig.  6 - Cross  plot of lift,  drag and pitching moment coefficients 
against model angle of attack, a .  Cavitation parameter ,  
K ,  = Po - Pk = 0. 1 maintained by control of water 
1/2 PV 
0 velocity and a i r  supply r a t e .  
The 15" half-angle cone, unlike the other two models Leded, shows 
a sliglat ii~crreasz iil drag coefficient when the angle of attack is incrzaszd. 
o At a -115 angle of attack the lowermost generatpix sf the cone is parallel 
to the direction of flow, and beyond that value the lower part of the model 
is operating like a wetted body with positive pressure gradients. That the 
drag coefficient under this condition is higher than when the cone base is 
perpendicular to the flow is therefore not surprising. Attack angles greater 
t h n  -20' wepe noL employed for this model bectause it was felt that tine re- 
sulting configuration was no longer within the regime under investigation. 
The lift coefficient for the disc can be predicted very satisfactorily 
for angles of akkack up to 1 by assuming that the lift force is at all times 
eqwl ts the vertical component of the drag force as measured at OO angle 
of attack. Even better agreement can be secured if the normal force 
variation mentioned in Ref. 4 is used. The other two models exhibit lift 
coefficient variations which are not susceptible to theoretical analysis, 
but which do not seem unreasonable. The 15' blf -angle cone is acted on 
by nil% forces which tend to move it in the direction of the angle setting be - 
cause of the large wetted area upan which forces can act. The 45' half - 
angle cone is seen to be at the value where the resultant force vector re- 
mains very nearly parallel to the flow for all of the angles tested. 
The moment coefficients, for  the reasons mentioned before, are not 
so accurate as are the lift and drag measurements. Within the eqeri- 
o 
mental accuracy (estimated on page 8) the moment coefficients for the 90 
0 disc and the 45 half-angle cone are equal to zero. This accuracy was not 
sdficient to detect the stabilizing moment predicted by theory in the east 
5 
of the disc. Thus the results serve only to show that whatever moment 
might exist for these two models must be smaller than the range indicated 
in the table of estimated error on page 8. The 15' haE-angle cone ex- 
hibits a large destabilizing morneat, as a. result of the forward location of 
the center of pressure of the model. 
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